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This guide only applies to the green LED lights board with
Loco Remote printed on it. It can supply up to 150mA at 3.3V.
This is enough for up to 8 LEDs on at once. Use LEDs with a
specified voltage of 3.2V or less. 12V LEDs will not work. The
board is not able to supply enough current for filament bulbs.
The current limiting resistor can be changed by pulling out
and then plugging in the jumper at the back of the board. It can
be set to 0, 50 or 100 ohms.
Do not use this guide with the older blue LED lights board. It has a maximum current output of 10mA at 3.3V
and can be used with 1 or 2 LEDs only. A 47 ohm resistor should be used in series with each of its outputs.
Set up for 3 common lighting configurations

A) 1 or 2 LEDs at each end which light in the direction of travel. No lights on at the opposite end. If
you are using just 1 or 2 white LEDs, set the on board current limiting resistor to 50. Set it to 100 for just red
or yellow LEDs. No external resistors are needed. Use the circuit above left for wiring.
B) 1 or 2 white LEDs at each end which light in the direction of travel with 1 or 2 red LEDs which
light simultaneously at the opposite end. Set the on board current limiting resistor to 0. Purchase and
solder a 47 ohm resistor (0.25W is fine) in series with the positive (long) lead of every white LED. Solder a 100
ohm resistor in series with the positive (long) lead of every red LED. Connect the front white and rear red LEDs
in parallel to the front LED output from the board. Connect the rear white and front red LEDs in parallel to the
rear LED output from the board. If you want 2 or 3 white and/or red LEDs each end that is fine. Just connect
them in the same way in parallel. Use the circuit above centre for wiring.
C) Bi-colour LEDs at each end which change colour between white and red according to the direction
of travel. Purchase RGB common CATHODE LEDs, 47 ohm and 22 ohm resistors and 1N5819 diodes. Don’t try
to use common ANODE LEDs or different diodes to the 1N5819, as it won’t work. The circuit above right shows
the wiring for 2 LEDs at the front of the loco. Make up an identical set of LEDs, resistors and diodes but connect
the blue wire to the Rear LED + connector and red wire to the Front LED + connector on the board for the 2
LEDs at the rear of the loco. You can use up to 3 LEDs each end connecting them the same way in parallel. All
the LEDs will be on both ends simultaneously changing colour between white and red according to the direction
of travel.
We are here to help and ensure you really enjoy your Loco Remote. If you have any questions, problems or
suggestions for improvements do please contact us either via the web site or by email at
locoremote@gmail.com and we will be sure to get back to you promptly.

